New Website Designed to Delight
Improved User Experience Ignites Redesign
Trauma Recovery Humanitarian Assistance Programs introduced a new website earlier this month with
the ambition of delighting their clinician, host agency and volunteer community. Specifically, the
redesign seeks to improve user experience with more convenience and access to important content,
resources and tools. Trauma Recovery realized that their users were increasingly accessing the web
through mobile devices and that smaller screens and “on-the-go” computing meant users needed to
find what they were looking for at a glance. This led to a complete overhaul of site architecture,
functionality, content and page layouts. The
result is a streamlined contemporary look,
simplified navigation, new functionality and
content.
Key Features Improve User Access,
Convenience
The new site provides quick access to training,
volunteer and Trauma Recovery Network®
information as well as new functionality to
rapidly find the training event, volunteer
opportunity or local TRN® users maybe
searching for.
•
Training content has been organized
into two categories: (1) on-site and live virtual
EMDR sessions, and (2) Distance Learning – our
recorded, on-demand workshops. EMDR
training sessions have been broken into Basic
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•

and Advanced categories and are now
searchable by type of event, state and
date, to aid users deciding on
registration.
The Volunteer area helps clinicians
understand the opportunities to help
treat trauma beyond their own practice from knowledge sharing in our
community on social networks, to
Amazon purchases to a more involved
role as a Trauma Recovery volunteer.
The TRN® area has been simplified to
explain what the TRNs do, how to start a
TRN or find a local TRN to join and
support trauma healing to victims of
disaster, violence and the loss and
anxiety caused by the pandemic.

New Content Keeps Our Community In the Know
The new website puts Trauma Recovery’s Faculty Academy, News, and International work and
relationships, front and center in the top navigation menu.
•
The Faculty Academy describes the various
roles volunteers play in Basic and Advanced trainings as
well as the required qualifications of a Trauma Recovery
Facilitator or Trainer, and how to apply.
•
In the International tab, users can learn about
the various trainings Trauma Recovery is supporting
worldwide, and well as international relationships and
initiatives in the works.
•
In the Stories & Projects area, users will find
breaking news and updates about Trauma Recovery and
our TRNs as well as free trainings, and other resources to
aid in EMDR practice and outcomes.
Quick Links, Come Visit
We invite you to check out the new site at
www.emdrhap.org. Take a tour of our Training Schedule
and search for Basic virtual trainings in your time zone.
New training events are being added every day. Find our FREE EMDR Covid-19 response courses
adapted to teletherapy in the Distance Learning Curriculum. Hurry, the free offer expires July 5, 2020.
You’ll find them under EMDR: Specialty Refreshers in Responding to Covid-19. Finally, be sure to share
your thoughts, comments and resource needs with an email to executivedirector@emdrhap.org, or on
our Facebook or Instagram page.

